
 

DISCLAIMER:I am in no way affiliated with any branch of the motor industry. I am just a pro-car, pro-motorbike petrolhead :-) The 

information on these pages is the result of a lot of information-gathering and research. This website was originally established in 1994 to 
answer a lot of FAQs from posters on the old transport-related usenet groups. By reading these pages, you agree to indemnify, defend 
and hold harmless me (Christopher J Longhurst), any sponsors and/or site providers against any and all claims, damages, costs or other 

expenses that arise directly or indirectly from you fiddling with your car or motorbike as a result of what you read here. In short : the 
advice here is worth as much as you are paying for it. 
One more thing : the Google ads are only at the top of the page here - I need to pay for my site space and bandwidth somehow. The 

rest of the page is ad-free for your reading pleasure. 

Are you confused by your car's tyres? (or tires if you're American). Don't know your rolling radius from your 
radial? Then take a good long look through this page where I hope to be able to shift some of the mystery 

from it all for you. At the very least, you'll be able to sound like you know what you're talking about the next 
time you go to get some new tyres.  

Decoding all that information on the sidewall 

It's confusing isn't it? All numbers, letters, symbols, mysterious codes. Actually, most of that information is 
surplus to what you need to know. So here's the important stuff:  
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Also on the sidewall, you might find the following info embossed in the rubber. 
The temperature rating - an indicator of how well the tire withstands heat buildup. "A" is the highest rating; 
"C" is the lowest. 
The traction rating - an indicator of how well the tire is capable of stopping on wet pavement. "A" is the highest 
rating; "C" is the lowest. 
The tread-wear rating - a comparative rating for the useful life of the tire's tread. A tire with a tread-wear 
rating of 200, for example, could be expected to last twice as long as one with a rating of 100. Tread-wear 
grades typically range between 60 and 600 in 20-point increments. It is important to consider that this is a 
relative indicator, and the actual life of a tire's tread will be affected by quality of road surfaces, type of 
driving, correct tire inflation, proper wheel alignment and other variable factors. In other words, don't think 
that a tread-wear rating of 100 means a 30,000 mile tyre. 

 
Encoded in the US DOT information (G on the diagram above) is a two-letter code that identifies where the 
tyre was manufactured in detail. In other words, what factory and in some cases, what city it was 
manufactured in. It's the first two letters after the 'DOT' - in this case "FA" denoting Yokohama. 
This two-letter identifier is worth knowing in case you see a tyre recall on the evening news where they tell you 
a certain factory is recalling tyres. Armed with the two-letter identifier list, you can figure out if you are 
affected. It's a nauseatingly long list, and I've not put it on this page. But if you click here it will popup a 
separate window with just those codes in it.  

DOT Codes and the 6-year shelf life 

As part of the DOT code (G above), there is a tyre manufacture date stamped on the sidewall. Take a look at 
yours - there will be a three- or four-digit code. This code denotes when the tyre was manufactured, and as a 
rule-of-thumb, you should never use tyres more than 6 years old. The rubber in tyres degrades over time, 
irrespective of whether the tyre is being used or not. When you get a tyre change, if you can, see if the tyre 
place will allow you to inspect the new tyres first. It's not uncommon for these shops to have stuff in stock 
which is more than 6 years old. The tyre might look brand new, but it will delaminate or have some other 
failure within weeks of being put on a vehicle. 
Reading the code. The code is pretty simple. The three-digit code was for tyres manufactured before 2000. So 
for example 1 7 8 means it was manufactured in the 17th week of 8th year of the decade. There was no way of 
determining which decade, so in fact, 1 7 8 could mean the 17th week of 1988....Good tip : if the tyre has a 3-
digit code, don't buy it!! 

After 2000, the code was switched to a 4-digit code. Same rules apply, so for example 3 0 0 3 means the tyre 
was manufactured in the 30th week of 2003.  

DOT Age Code Calculator 

The calculation built in to this page is up-to-date based on today's date. If the DOT age code on your tyres is 
older than this code, change your tyres.  

J requires no inner tube. See tyre sizes and speed 
ratings below.

C Denotes type of tyre construction.

D
M&S denotes a tyre designed for mud and snow. 

Reinforced marking only where applicable.

E

Load and pressure marking requirement (not 
applicable in the UK). These go from a load 

index of 50 (190kg) up to an index of 169 
(5800kg).

F ECE (not EEC) type approval mark and number.

G
North American Dept of Transport compliance 
symbols and identification numbers.

H Country of manufacture.
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DOT AGE CODE: 05 00 

Interesting note : in June 2005, Ford and GM admitted that tyres older than 6 years posed a hazard and from 
their 2006 model year onwards, started printing warnings to this effect in their drivers handbooks for all their 
vehicles.  

A Word on "guaranteed" tyres 

When I moved to America, I noticed a lot of tyre shops offering tyres with x,000 mile guarantees. It's not 
unusual to see 60,000 mile guarantees on tyres. It amazed me that anyone would be foolish enough to put a 
guarantee on a consumable product given that the life of the tyre is entirely dependent on the suspension 
geometry of the car it is being used on, the style of driving, the types of road, and the weather. Yet many 
manufacturers and dealers offer an unconditional* guarantee. There's the catch though. The '*' after the word 
"unconditional" takes you elsewhere on their information flyer, to the conditions attached to the unconditional 
guarantee. If you want to claim on that guarantee, typically you'll have to prove the tyres were inflated to the 
correct pressure all the time, prove they were rotated every 3000 miles, prove the suspension geometry of 
your car has always been 100%, prove you never drove over 80mph, prove you never left them parked in the 
baking hot sun or freezing cold ice, and prove you never drove on the freeways. Wording in the guarantee will 
be similar to: 

"used in normal service on the vehicle on which they were originally fitted and in accordance with the 

maintenance recommendations and safety warnings contained in the attached owner s manual" 
 
and 
 
"The tyres have been rotated and inspected by a participating (tyre brand) tyre retailer every 7,500 miles, and 

the attached Mounting and Rotation Service Record has been fully completed and signed" 
 
There will typically also be a long list of what isn't covered. For example: 
 
Road hazard injury (e.g., a cut, snag, bruise, impact damage, or puncture), incorrect mounting of the tire, 

tire/wheel imbalance, or improper repair, misapplication, improper maintenance, racing, underinflation, 

overinflation or other abuse, uneven or rapid wear which is caused by mechanical irregularity in the vehicle 

such as wheel misalignment, accident, fire, chemical corrosion, tire alteration, or vandalism, ozone or exposure 

to weather. 
 
Given that you really can't prove any of this, the guarantee is, therefore, worthless because it is left wide open 
to interpretation by the dealer and/or manufacturer. For a good example, check out the Michelin warranty or 
guarantee, available on their website (PDF file).  

Don't be taken in by this - it's a sales ploy and nothing more. Nobody - not even the manufacturers - can 
guarantee that their tyre won't de-laminate or catch a puncture the moment you leave the tyre shop. Buy your 
tyres based on reviews, recommendations, previous experience and the recommendation of friends. Do not 
buy one simply because of the guarantee.  

Big-chain dealers vs. manufacturer warranties. 

A reader pointed out to me that the dealer he worked for honoured tyre warranties in a no-fuss manner 
requiring simply the original receipt for when they were purchased and one small form to be filled out. They 
then typically used a pro-rated refund applied to the new tyre. For example if someone paid $100 for a tyre 
guaranteed for 60,000 miles and it was dead after 40,000, pro-rata the customer had 34% of the warranty 
mileage left in the tyre. They would either refund $34 (34% of $100) or apply it against the cost of a 
replacement. I suspect this no-fuss attitude is down to buying power. Large chain stores like CostCo or Sears 

will have far more clout with the manufacturers than you or I with our 4 tyres. After all they buy bulk in he 
hundreds if not thousands. For the consumer, it makes them look good because you get a fair trade. They can 
argue the toss with the manufacturers later, leveraging their position as a bulk buyer in the market to get the 
guarantees honoured.  

Tyre sizes and what they mean. 

Okay, so you look at your car and discover that it is shod with a nice, but worn set of 185-65HR13's. Any tyre 
mechanic will tell you that he can replace them, and he will. You'll cough up and drive away safe in the 
knowledge that he's just put some more rubber on each corner of the car that has the same shamanic symbols 
on it as those he took off. So what does it all mean?  
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